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Across
1. Breeding horses disembark on beach in
Dorset … (8)
5. And one, or a fancy pigeon, is subjected to a
wounding remark. (4)
9. Clear jelly I would find extremely cold… (5)
10. … whereas this soda burns, like a severe 5.
(6)
11. Gem repository where Israeli leads the
Spanish enquiry. (5,4)
13. Brief statement, for example. (3)
14. Old Victor, movie star, (6)
15. Ancient Greek geographer aborts revolution.
(6)
18. Expected score; is dad right? (3)
19. Tour heads giddily for Wiltshire estate with
Apollo temple (9)
20. Sea god likes tune after writer comes back.
(7)
22. Mad dog, or castle on Dartmoor! (5)
23. Yes, woodwork tool makes sailing craft with
mizzen mast. (4)
24. Female support for dubious cat diary. (8)

Down
1. Herbal conserve enjoyed during ad hoc
concert by student association of graduate
engineers. (4,3)
2. What can war tell us about great English lake
loved by poets? (9)
3. Boy living in year 803 ab urbe condita. (3)
4. Sweet liquid slips down short neck of sailor.
(6)
6. Musical skill of Garfunkel (and Simon). (3)
7. Legal smoke in American bank and divided
Mediterranean island. (5)
8. Official in ancient Rome distorted equators.
(8)
12. Bird with riding boot accessory reveals
Delphinium. (8)
13. Shaft of feather precedes ruminant that takes
blame unfairly. (9)
16. Ancient precious metal is dark yellow. (3,4)
17. Spanish shop or wine bar where a person
finds an enhanced graphic adapter. (6)
18. Flower appears to severely criticize Syria. (5)
21. Fictional blind man on bench in church. (3)
22. Even poet’s middle name has time of greatest
acclaim. (3)

